In a surprising and totally unexpected move last week, director Tony Richards of the University Seal football season, announced that he would be fired by ARA after the unexpected move earlier this week. Richards was fired by ARA after the unexpected move earlier this week, the freezers of the Pit.

Richards was fired by ARA after the unexpected move earlier this week, the freezers of the Pit. Richards went ahead and ordered the fresh fish mascot football season next fall. He also said it was a good move for the university seal football season.

In a related development, Richard Dickson, director of marketing and planning, said, "Those are changes that made sense. It's silly to expect the university seal football season. I believe the changes are for the better."

The freezers of the Pit were converted from being a seafood processing center to a Fresh Fish Affair. Director of Athletics Mean Looks Director of athletics Mean Looks said he would not comment on the university seal football season.

An unexpected move earlier this week was that the mascot was announced as a seal that would accurately capture the real essence of Wafoo. He would not comment on the university seal football season.

Folkville features female seal as mascot. "It's a great move for the university seal football season," said Director of Athletics Mean Looks.
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Northerners seek thrills

To a surprising and totally unexpected move earlier this week, Northerners flocked to Wake in the dark party atmosphere, widespread student involvement and the chance to go by Salny's mansion on Reynolda Road.

In an interview with an intrepid OG&B reporter, one Northerner said, "I think that we are now experiencing a new and exciting trend in our community." Another student added, "I think it's about time that we started doing something like this." Our Northerner thought that a third and rising school district for Portsmouth, they also noted that college has completely turned her off because they had student loans.

"They are buildings for vice, licentiousness and subversiveness," he said.

According to the extension agreement, the new six-lane stretch will be completed by 1985.

Just before deadline, however, N. Dick Kurn about the odious plan but was cordially received by the president's residence.

This is the only known photograph of the ever restless Oscar Honor, discussant of this and that. Meyer (he's the man with his photo) is seen for the first time in his role as counselor.

"I think the drive down from the north will give students a chance to help our community," he said.

Counseling and advising centers. The newly constructed mansion on Reynolda Road.

JOIN OUR TEAM. Must be able to work at least 30 hours, $2.50 an hour. Physical and mental conditions as follows:

- Must have ability to teach in one or more specialties.
- Minimum of 1 year's experience in teaching.

Call Professor of Counseling, Camp Thunderbird, Route 7, Box 50, Clover, S.C., 29710 (803)831-2121.

WANTED

MALE COMPANY FOR COMPOSITION STAFF

REQUIREMENTS

Need at least six - prefer more
Various appetite for long hours, thorough work habits, and earthing
Most essential: physical attributes and performance
Must be able to pull serious shifts

EXCELLENT SUMMER COUNSELING OPPORTUNITIES

For men and women who are interested in serving boys and girls ages 7-16, guiding them in their physical, mental and spiritual development. Only those persons who will dedicate their wholehearted efforts to help in the individuals child's development or in their potential should apply. One must have ability to teach in one or more of our specialized activities. College students, teachers, and coaches should apply.

CAMP THUNDERBIRD, located 17 miles northeast of Charlotte, N.C., is an ACA accredited camp member, specializing in water sports, soccer, team sports, baseball, canoeing, and computers. It is a safe and active experience.

Who's Open Late, for Great Food and Reasonable Prices?

We Are!

Samplers

2951 NORTH CHERRY STREET 724-7600

Dozens of menu items at $2.50 or less. Everything home prepared in our own kitchens. And don't forget our famous night special on draft pitchers.

Open Till Midnight Sun.- Thurs. Till 1 am Fri. & Sat.

So, Join The Crowd at

Samplers

Parkway extension

Silas crosses kingdom

Little inconveniences expected

Walsa President Tommy H. Kern and Winston Salem mayor Tom Hursting appeared today in a joint statement that the new plan has been reached between the university and the city concerning the extension of Parkway University-parkway university.

This agreement was reached after several years of intense discussion between the two entities to how to resolve the problems of congestion on the University Parkway.

According to the plan, Walsa will be extended to the north on Silas St. right south of the main campus and finally emerge with University Parkway at the Parkwy sound.

Construction will begin in August and should be completed by September 1985. In order for the plan to be implemented, several other minor alterations in the campus will be necessary. The newly constructed entrance will have to be developed, but will be replaced by the city. In addition, the president's residence will be removed and placed behind the physical plant building.

The Rapek Signes, Fikes Pu, Della Signes Pu, Fikes Pu, and Eupi Signes Alpha Assembly houses, plus the university house and the dorm buildings will be demolished to make room for the new line of traffic. The large parking lot by Finks field will be used as a temporary lot for students and faculty.

The announcement was greeted with joy and faculty will be kept in a minimum.

The survey of the school population will be an important concern. Students are being surveyed to see how the new plan will affect them.

When questioned about the plan to replace his home with a parking lot, history professor Tubby Kern said, "My wife and I think that it's just deadly, but there will be a parking lot here later."
In a surprising and totally unexpected move earlier this week, director Tommy H. Kurns announced that Walt Disney's plans will go up a major notch in the celebration of "Walt Disney Day." "I announced earlier this week, the Board of Trustees approved the plans to add the most modern technological sound systems to the campus," Kurns said.

According to Kurns, the plan was originally presented by the university's facilities department as a way to upgrade the audio-visual capabilities of the campus. However, after further discussion and consultation with the university's planning and placement staff, the decision was made to proceed with the project.

Kurns emphasized that the new system will not only improve the audio-visual capabilities for teaching and learning, but also enhance the overall campus experience for students, faculty, and visitors.

The new systems will be installed in all academic buildings and will be capable of supporting a variety of uses, from lectures and presentations to multimedia events and musical performances.

Kurns also noted that the project is expected to be completed by the end of the academic year, and that the university is committed to ensuring that all necessary preparations are made to ensure a smooth and successful implementation.

The announcement of the project has been met with widespread positive reactions from students, faculty, and alumni, who have praised the university for its commitment to providing state-of-the-art facilities and resources for its community.

Kurns concluded by expressing his gratitude to all those involved in the planning and implementation of the project, and by encouraging everyone to look forward to the many benefits that the new systems will bring to the campus.

PU undertakes move

Preparations have started for PU's move to its new Campus makes offices which have been given to the staff as a gift from President Kurns. The new offices, which are located in the new building, will provide more space and improved facilities for the staff. The move is expected to take place in the near future, and will be coordinated by the university's planning and placement staff. The new offices will be fully functional and ready for use when the move is made. The university is committed to ensuring a smooth transition for the staff during the move, and is working closely with the planning and placement staff to address any concerns or issues that may arise.

Gorbachev likes Wafao

The Young Communists of Wafao appeared the status of Mikhail Gorbachev this past Wednesday as he delivered a speech and required speech at the Magnolia Court in a crowd of over 300. "I love this school," Gorbachev said. "The hard workers and the earned people." The speech was marred only by the host leader's slight urinal and rough. The event was a success for the near future. Wafoo is employing computer strategies and planning and placement, said, "Will Ed follow the planning and placement office when the man's college, he might think only that he was more suited toward neighborhood (from housing director.)"

Gorbachev Ed said, "I don't see what anyone was upset about. Froliv's' conversation with a local government". "It's a hard boys. Gorbachev Ed was just on the line. However, the school's action to the speech was approved by the administration, based on their Russian language, and showed up cheering for Gorbachev.

The college democrats complained loudly to John Von Bernack, vice president for everything, who was enthralled some about the whole deal. "I think we should evacuate who the characteristic and the head were representing the school or Gorbachev. I don't know the answer, but that's the line."

As usual, most students didn't have much about the event or anything else. "Just another day in the hum drum life," said an anonymous volunteer.

President Kurns was to his name and had no comment in the speech.

ARE YOU SMART ENOUGH TO SAVE YOUR PARENTS THE COST OF COLLEGE?

You are, if you win an Army ROTC scholarship. When you win one of our scholarships, we pay your tuition, books, lab fees and other academic expenses. We'll also give you up to $2,500 a year extra. And when you graduate, you'll make you and my office very happy.

But you have to be more than smart to win. Well consider your extracurricular leadership and activities. And if you reach the finals, you'll meet with your personal interview.

For more information about how to avoid overwhelming your parents for the next four years, contact the Army ROTC Professor of Military Science on your campus.
April Fools

We hope that by now most of our readers have ratified that this is the April joke issue of our weekly newspaper. We would like to apologize in advance for any April Fools’ joke that in some way might have offended you. If this is your first time reading this column, be forewarned that April Fools’ jokes can be quite CPU-intensive.

The following are some of the April Fools’ jokes that we have not been able to track down this year.

1. The Back to the Future II Prophecy

2. The Great Dinosaur Extinction

3. The U.S. Army Garrison

4. The New World Map

5. The Space Station

6. The New Cereal

7. The New Car

8. The New Book

9. The New Movie

10. The New Video Game

We hope that you have enjoyed this special edition of our newspaper. We look forward to seeing you next week, when we will return to our regular programming.

Old Gold and Black

Dear Editor:

I am writing to express my concern about the way our university newspaper is being run. I believe that the current editorial board is making a number of errors in judgment.

Sincerely,
[Name]

Sonny Boy

April Fool
First male recruit signs at Wahoo

At the recruiting sessions going on, Odd Wynder head coach Donny Head announced the signing of Doug Redyns. Redyns will be the first male recruit in history of the school since the death of Male. Wynder commented to reporters, "There are men and women in this world. Oddly head coach, we can score our offensive line. Now the score is reversed. He has shown great desire to be on the team and will surely be missed."

"WeakOne Spirits" was released. He has shown great desire to be on the team and will surely be missed.

"What's happening"

Coach Willie Walker at a recent press conference was asked what he thinks his team would look like next season. Walker said he was not sure, but that he saw enough talent in the players to make him think they are on the right track.

Wacker becomes new head coach

Following Wacker's embarrassing loss to Fox in a post-season classic, athletic director Mike Looks announced that former Wacker great Billy Wacker would become head coach effective April 3. The abrupt change came following complaints concerning former head coach Earl-Ray's abusive coaching tactics.

"What's happening" is totally awesome," Redyns responded, "I love you." "I can feel it in my bones that we will be successful next season," Wacker said.

FATS' TUESDAY
505-30th St. - 726-3441
Coliseum - Stadium area

FATS TUESDAY COUPON
$1.50 off Dinner Entrees
Valid only on Tuesday
(Not valid on lunch specials, take out orders)

"Join us before and after the game"
Walking distance to the Coliseum

"Brass Kettle Restaurant"
UNIVERSITY PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER

"Famous Chicken'n Biscuits"
Buy a Chicken Dinner and receive a dinner of equal or lesser value FREE!!

Stanley H. Kaplan
The Smart MOVE!"
Cheatley judges pageant

Student Government has announced that a "candidate's pageant and new competition," will be held in order to allow students to see the actual candidates.

The pageant will start off with the most money walk. Each candidate will be required to wear a sign around his neck which displays what he considers his major leadership attribute. This gives the audience the chance to vote for their favorite candidate and to see the contestants who may not be selected.

The least competitive is next as each candidate must prove to have at least some talent in some area or not obscure category. The selection will be made by a panel of judges who will evaluate each candidate based on a "candidate's general abilities and leadership potential." The final judgment will then take place after the growing popularity portion after the half" and "ancient traditions of the oldest homes college." Each student will have a panel of three to make a selection. A special panel of judges, including B. Dick Cheatley, director of present planning and placement, will determine the student opinion for each candidate.

The candidate must prove to have at least the obscure category. A panel in front of the candidates must run a panel of judges, including Dick Cheatley, director of present planning and placement, who will evaluate each candidate based on a "candidate's general abilities and leadership potential." The final judgment will then take place after the growing popularity portion after the half" and "ancient traditions of the oldest homes college." Each student will have a panel of three to make a selection. A special panel of judges, including B. Dick Cheatley, director of present planning and placement, will determine the student opinion for each candidate.

The candidate must prove to have at least the obscure category. A panel in front of the candidates must run a panel of judges, including Dick Cheatley, director of present planning and placement, who will evaluate each candidate based on a "candidate's general abilities and leadership potential." The final judgment will then take place after the growing popularity portion after the half" and "ancient traditions of the oldest homes college." Each student will have a panel of three to make a selection. A special panel of judges, including B. Dick Cheatley, director of present planning and placement, will determine the student opinion for each candidate.

Ted Mock loves Prince

Delshardine Matthews is currently showing "Purple Rain," by Prince, during Friday, Saturday, and Sunday nights.

When asked why he decided to show the movie, he told the student, "I'm not actually a fan of the movie, they think about it. I broke it down to a story of the "Purple Rain" brand of shoes, a kind to give away to the students. The film was an extremely popular show at the University, directed by Terry Yolland and screened by the Imperial Majority.

Campus Slime Stoppers

The Wake Forest University campus safety is a respected and valuable service to the community, especially to male students who have been plagued by complaints from female students that they do not know what a "candidate" is or that they are not interested in the competition.

The Wake Forest University campus safety is a respected and valuable service to the community, especially to male students who have been plagued by complaints from female students that they do not know what a "candidate" is or that they are not interested in the competition.

Plastic plans for power

No comment from Kurn

Student Government called a board meeting last Thursday and approved a resolution that would make each member of the SG present to the meeting instead of one at a time. This resolution would make it difficult for any member to leave before the meeting was complete. The resolution was passed unanimously by the board and went on to be vetoed by Vice President Stuart, vice president of everything, who approved the bill and was pleased by the performance of SG.

Some of the new SG members had very little to say about the bill except that they were pleased with the bill and would be pleased by the SG. President Kurn could not be reached for comment.

Student Government called a board meeting last Thursday and approved a resolution that would make each member of the SG present to the meeting instead of one at a time. This resolution would make it difficult for any member to leave before the meeting was complete. The resolution was passed unanimously by the board and went on to be vetoed by Vice President Stuart, vice president of everything, who approved the bill and was pleased by the performance of SG.

The Wake Forest SCUBA CLUB along with the American Cancer Society would like to express its appreciation to the following Organizations for their support in our 3rd Annual Underwater Backgammon Marathon


Coliseum to house Cricke K

In an effort to further segregate student housing, Housing for non-soccer students will be turned into housing for Cricke K next fall. Cricke K is located in Old MacDonald and the program will be open to all full-time and part-time academic students, regardless of their academic status, who will be eligible for admission to the Cricke K housing program. The development of an isolated housing complex, Cricke K residence halls, will share a common meal six days a week, will be scheduled on the seventh day at Jenny's Backyard or Cricke K dining hall. A basketball game will be played at least once a month, through Cricke K residence halls and the residence halls of the residence hall. Additionally, the club will participate in other activities, such as Cricke K residence hall, general plan meetings, and the student government may start its own isolated housing.

Become a Millionaire

WORK FOR THE OLD GOLD AND BLACK NEXT YEAR

Some typing skills required. Contact Jim Snyder for more details, 761-5280.